Present: Natalie Rodriguez, Lisa Sheffer, Jessica Perkins, Jillian Bateman, Mary Meier
Grindline organization

Start 6:17pm

- **Grindline Presentation (Attached)**

We are building a timeless skate park by engaging and empowering the community that will use the park.

The committee is working on a balance of street and transition (bowl) skating. The features will lead to progression in level of skate performance.

Additional access points and parking is being reviewed in development. Also looking into incorporating Bainbridge Island into the design of the park. Creating a concept based on Community input.

- **Community Questions & comments**:
  - I want to see a roof
  - I want to see short ledges/ manuals
  - I want to see stuff people can learn on
  - We would like room or flow to skate
  - We use the tennis courts
  - I would like to eco a roof, even if its only over most of it
  - I would like to see the new section disconnected from the old section, due to safety reasons. Also, considering the identity of the oldest fields of Grindline we should incorporate that history the old bowl is a work of art
  - Be cool to have a large stair set and ledges with round steel coping (the edge of the bowl).
  - Low flat bar
  - Flat and wide spaces for roller skating
  - Tall China bank with a quarter and a curve on the top
  - Mini Ramp with a double barrel spine
  - Latter of progression
  - Want to see the skate community grow
  - Half circle mini ramp and a flat small rail (bowl mini ramp)
  - Lights
  - I would like to see this happen, no talk!
  - Nice long curved ledge and a kicker like at the lake Issaquah park pier seven
  - Pyramid hip
  - Pole jam possibly shaped
  - Later park hours we hate getting kicked out by the cops
  - Emphasis lights and pole jam
  - Volcano and/or a transition hip
  - Stair set
  - Bump two bar
  - Euro gap and a better draining system for water
  - Integrate the hill into a transition - Snake run around park
  - Water run off and drainage
• Euro Gap should be not as small at port orchard
• Mom admires all of the passion everyone has added, additionally viewing area for non skate boarders
• Put seating in sunshine
• Look for ways to keep the scooter folks out of the bowl for safety
• Charcoal Grill or BBQ, Pool coping
• Spacing between features to allow scooters and the roller skaters to spread out (flat space)
• Not putting a bunch of grass and trees due to water
• Roof very important because of winter months
• Pump bumps and sloppy curbs
• A flow of a pump track so all of the features work together
• Progressive features for all ages for both street and transitional
• Ramp to ramp with no copping so they can learn to do that without dumping in to the bowl, maybe a channel or transition bank or an adjustable rail where you can create your own angle and height. You can have your own pins if they disappear:
• A way to get down to the lower section maybe a mini ramp
• Instead of a 10 stair you could use the grad in the elevation maybe hips with steel coping with the lights having extended hours
• Down rail that is round
• Curved curb
• Snake run down the hill
• Grill for food
• Manual pad
• Wallie 45 degree
• Quarter with no coping
• Can we have a demo day or a pop up
• Food truck
• Storage shed
• Bring back the iced cream truck

We are offering a tour of the property
June – We will see what is incorporated.
July  complete final concept
Winter - Out for bid
Spring – Building

Parks foundation
Dream it fund it, build it, state it
We need fundraising to complete this project, we need the community to tell the stories, tell your neighbors and friends.

Organize food trucks and vendors to gain awareness and to spread the word. There will be volunteers needed for fundraising. We will have a skate ramp and an info booth
#strawberryskatepark

June 16 12-2pm – No more schoolapalooza!

End 7:19pm